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INTRODUCTION

Surgical endodontic treatment is normally employed to 
manage apical periodontitis when the orthograde ap-
proach (root canal treatment or retreatment) to the apical 

root anatomy (and infection) is irretrievably obstructed. 
In addition, a surgical approach maybe indicated when 
the periradicular tissues require direct visualization, de-
bridement, excision, biopsy or management due to biome-
chanical failures. This treatment modality is not normally 
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Abstract
Surgical endodontic treatment encompasses a broad spectrum of procedures, 
amongst which root- end cavity preparation and filling, retrograde root canal treat-
ment and through- and- through endodontic surgery, may be classified under the um-
brella term ‘Root- end surgery’. This narrative review considers the available data on 
periapical healing, soft tissue healing, tooth survival and oral health- related quality 
of life (OHRQoL), following root- end surgery and the factors that affect its outcomes. 
The pooled periapical healed rate for the studies published up to 2021 was 69% (95% 
CI: 65%, 73%) but increased to 76% (95% CI: 66%, 86%) when only data from the 
2020's studies were analysed. The prognostic factors consistently reported for peri-
apical healing have included: pre- operative periapical lesion with complete loss of 
buccal plate, quality of root- end preparation, remaining thickness of apical root den-
tine and restorative status. Soft tissue healing of the reflected flap was found to have 
a positive association with periapical healing. The survival rates following root- end 
surgery range from 48% to 93%, with failure of periapical healing associated with 
root and crown fracture, being the predominant reasons for tooth extraction. The 
factors influencing impact of root- end surgery on patients' quality of life could not 
be adequately evaluated due to design flaws in the available studies. In conclusion, 
if root canal treatment failure due to leakage through cracks, fractures or restoration 
margin are excluded, the remaining cases may represent localized residual infection 
and inflammation at the periapex that should be amenable to predictable manage-
ment with the aid of modern root- end surgery.
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considered to be the first line of periapical disease manage-
ment and usually follows (primary) root canal treatment 
or (secondary) root canal retreatment. Given the high and 
predictable periapical healing rates (over 80%) follow-
ing root canal treatment or root canal retreatment (Ng 
et al., 2011), the number of cases requiring surgical end-
odontics should constitute a relatively small proportion 
of those with periapical disease requiring management. 
Furthermore, the spreading insight about the efficacy 
of root canal retreatment (Roda et al., 2021) should lead 
to a relative decline in the need for surgical endodontic 
treatment. However, it is unknown, whether this is uni-
versally, or actually the case (Johnson et al., 2021). By vir-
tue of these circumstances, surgical cases are highly likely 
to include teeth that are biologically or biomechanically 
compromised. It would be clinically valuable to be able 
to segregate such cases into those with favourable or un-
favourable prognosis based on observable pre- operative 
factors.

Root- end surgery is one of a broad spectrum of sur-
gical endodontic treatment modalities that may include 
amongst them root amputation, removal of fractured api-
cal root fragments and repair of iatrogenic perforations or 
cervical resorptive defects. Root- end surgery is probably 
the most commonly performed of the surgical procedures. 
This narrative review focuses on the factors influencing 
periapical healing following root- end surgery, which is 
further classified here into: apicectomy plus root- end cav-
ity preparation and filling (Harty et al., 1970); retrograde 
root canal treatment (Reit & Hirsch, 1986); or through- 
and- through endodontic surgery (Harty et al., 1970). Also 
included in the consideration are such cases requiring ad-
junctive decompression or concurrent tissue regenerative 
procedures. The review also reports on other outcomes 
following root- end surgery, including, soft tissue healing 
of the reflected muco- gingival flap, tooth survival and oral 
health- related quality of life (OHRQoL).

Outcome measures for root- end surgery

An outcome measure for a treatment intervention may 
constitute any consistently anticipated and measurable 
consequence of the treatment (Velentgas et al.,  2013). 
The particular outcome investigated or reported may 
depend on the perspective or context of the study inter-
est. The PICOTS framework formulated by the European 
Society of Endodontology for the ESE S3- level clinical 
practice guidelines consensus (Duncan et al., 2021) clas-
sified and prioritized a number of main and additional 
patient-  and clinician- reported outcomes. The most ‘criti-
cal outcomes’ were deemed to be ‘tooth survival’, ‘pain, 
tenderness, swelling, need for medication (analgesics, 

antibiotics)’, ‘presence of sinus tract’, ‘satisfactory soft tis-
sue healing’, ‘radiographic evidence of reduction of api-
cal lesion size (loose criteria)’ and ‘radiographic evidence 
of return to normal periodontal ligament space (strict 
criteria)’. The next level, ‘important outcomes’ included 
‘tooth function (fracture, restoration longevity), ‘need 
for further intervention’, ‘OHRQoL’ and ‘tooth mobility’ 
(Duncan et al., 2021). From a clinician's perspective, the 
most important outcome for root- end surgery is typically 
restoration of periapical health or periapical inflamma-
tion resolution, and this forms the prime focus of this 
review. Periradicular inflammation arises from interac-
tion between intra or extracanal microbiota (and their 
products) with host defences, consequently, its resolution 
depends upon prevention or termination of such interac-
tion. Chronic inflammation, without superimposed acute 
exacerbation, is typically asymptomatic and thus remains 
undetected without direct imaging. Image interpretation, 
in turn, requires surrogate measures that are correlated to 
histology. Symptomatic lesions typically manifest one or a 
host of clinical presenting signs and symptoms that may 
point to the source and nature of the problem. Clinicians 
would normally make interpretive judgements about such 
gathered data to synthesize a mental histological picture 
of the source tooth. Therefore, categorizing such present-
ing signs and symptoms as discrete outcomes (pain, ten-
derness, swelling and radiographic evidence of return to 
normal periodontal ligament space) independently, as 
suggested (Duncan et al., 2021; Shah et al., 2022), may not 
prove clinically meaningful.

The ideal healing outcome should include periapical 
tissue regeneration with cementum formation over the re-
sected root- end and the root- end cavity filling material, to-
gether with regeneration of the destroyed cortical plates. 
The radiographic criteria (or surrogate measures) for de-
termining periapical healing after root- end surgery, based 
on periapical radiographs, are well established (Molven 
et al., 1987; Rud et al., 1972a; Tables 1 and 2). Whilst the 
new imaging modality of cone beam computed tomogra-
phy (CBCT) has attracted the development of adapted cri-
teria (Schloss et al., 2017; von Arx et al., 2016; Tables 1 and 
2). The CBCT- PAI criteria use a six- point scoring system (0 
representing intact periapical bone structure to five repre-
senting diameter of periapical radiolucency >8 mm) with 
two additional variables, expansion of cortical bone and 
destruction of cortical bone (Estrela et al.,  2008). As for 
conventional radiography, CBCT is also prone to artefacts. 
One such problematic artefact is beam hardening caused 
by highly radiodense objects such root fillings and metal 
restorations, which may compromise diagnostic sensi-
tivity (Kruse et al.,  2019). Furthermore, CBCT- detected 
periapical lesions following repeat root- end surgery may 
be free of inflammation, as found from biopsy in 42% of 
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such cases (Kruse et al.,  2017). Therefore, radiolucen-
cies may not always equate to inflammation, especially 
post- surgery.

Outcomes related to duration of follow- up

Any measurement of periapical healing should be cogni-
zant of the healing dynamics and, therefore, duration of 
follow- up. Data on periapical healing after root- end sur-
gery collected following the principles of systematic review 
and meta- analyses (Ng et al., 2007) up to the end of 2021, 

showed that complete periapical healing was reached after 
24 to 48 months with a slight decline thereafter (Figure 1). 
The trajectory is depicted by the following data: 51% (95% 
CI: 42%, 60%) after 6 months, 70% (95% CI: 65%, 74%) after 
12 months, 75% (95% CI: 65%, 83%) after 24 months, 76% 
(95% CI: 55%, 93%) after 48 months and 70% (95% CI: 64%, 
77%) after more than 48 months. To complicate matters, 
early ‘complete healing’ may not be permanent, as delayed 
failure (13%– 42%) has been reported 5– 10 years later, irre-
spective of type of technique (traditional or modern) or 
materials used (Frank et al., 1992; Huang et al., 2020; Song 
et al., 2012; von Arx, Jensen, et al., 2019). Further delving 

T A B L E  1  Classification of periapical healing following apical surgery (for use with periapical radiographs)

Rud et al. (1972a) and Molven et al. (1987) Schloss et al. (2017)

Complete healing Complete healing

• Reformation of a periodontal space with:
• Normal width & lamina dura to be followed around the 

apex,
• Slight increase in width of apical periodontal space but 

less than twice the width of noninvolved parts of the 
root, or

• Tiny defect in the lamina dura (maximum 1 mm2) 
adjacent to the root filling; or

• Complete bone repair with:
• Bone bordering the apical area does not have the same 

density as surrounding noninvolved bone, or
• No apical periodontal space can be discerned

• Reformation of periodontal space of normal width and lamina dura 
over the entire resected and un- resected root surfaces

• Slight increase in width of apical periodontal space over the resected 
root surface, but less than twice the width of noninvolved parts of the 
root

• Small defect in the lamina dura surrounding the root- end filling
• Complete bone repair with discernible lamina dura; bone bordering 

the apical area does not have the same density as surrounding 
noninvolved bone

• Complete bone repair. Hard tissue covering the resected root- end 
surface completely. No apical periodontal space can be discerned

Incomplete healing (scar tissue) Limited healing

• The rarefaction has decreased in size or remained 
stationary with:
• Bone structure recognized within the rarefaction,
• The irregular periphery of the rarefaction and demarca-

tion by a compact bone border,
• The rarefaction located asymmetrically around the 

apex, or
• Angular connection between the rarefaction and the 

periodontal space; or
• An isolated scar tissue in the bone with findings above

Complete healing can be observed in immediate vicinity of the resected 
root surface, but the site demonstrates on of the following conditions

• The continuity of the cortical place is interrupted by an area of lower 
density

• A low density area remains asymmetrically located around the apex or 
has an angular connection with the periodontal space

• Bone has not fully formed in the area of the former access osteotomy
• In areas with pre- existing periodontal disease or physiologic 

fenestrations un- resected root surfaces do not demonstrate bone 
coverage and/or periodontal reattachment

Uncertain healing Uncertain healing

• The rarefaction has decreased in size with:
• The size larger than twice the width of the periodontal 

space,
• Lamina dura- like bone structures around the border,
• A circular or semicircular periphery,
• Symmetrical location around the apex as a funnel- 

shaped extension of the periodontal space,
• Bone structure discernible within the bony cavity, or
• A collar- shaped increase in width of lamina dura coro-

nal to the radiolucency

The volume of the low density area appears decreased and demonstrates 
one of the following conditions:

• The thickness is larger than twice the width of the periodontal space
• The location is symmetrically around the apex as funnel- shaped 

extension of the periodontal space

Unsatisfactory healing (failures) Unsatisfactory healing

• The rarefaction has enlarged or is unchanged
• If a case still demonstrated ‘uncertain healing’ four years 

post- operatively, the treatment should be considered a 
failure (Rud et al., 1972a)

• The volume of the low density area appears enlarged or unchanged
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into these failures reveals that the majority constitute 
maxillary incisors with a history of childhood dentoalveo-
lar trauma, or maxillary premolars and mandibular mo-
lars with complex apical root canal anatomy. If such cases 
could be filtered out, the predictive value of healing at 
1 year may remain high (87%) over the following 10 years 
(von Arx, Jensen, et al., 2019).

Periodic long- term follow- up is ideal for tracking heal-
ing dynamics but is prone to high drop- out rates at the lon-
ger durations. This has prompted the adoption of shorter 
recall periods coupled with acceptance of ‘incompletely 
healed’ cases as ‘successful’. Unfortunately, charting the 
long- term healing trajectory of cases classified as ‘incom-
pletely healed’ reveals variations in healing rates and 
patterns and even reversals. For example, 50% of lesions 
classified as ‘incompletely healed’ at 1 year did not prog-
ress to complete healing at 4 years and 15% even regressed 
after the first year (Song et al., 2014). Furthermore, 5.8% 
of ‘incompletely healed’ cases remained within the same 
category, whilst 6.7% regressed to ‘diseased’ status (Song 
et al., 2012). Analysing long- term failures revealed that all 
(except one) had been classified as ‘incompletely healed’ 
at an earlier stage, suggesting reversals in periapical sta-
tus; the category is, therefore, a poor predictor of long- 
term healing after surgery (Song et al., 2014).

The consensus- based ESE S3- level clinical practice 
guidelines established a minimum of 12 months fol-
low- up for most main outcome measures including peri-
apical healing, and a minimum of 6 months for OHRQoL 
(Duncan et al., 2021). However, the data presented above 
suggest it may be wiser to adopt strict radiographic criteria 
to determine periapical healing after root- end surgery and 
to follow- up cases for a minimum of 2 years, or better still, 
for as long as possible (Duncan et al., 2021).

Factors influencing periapical healing

Determination of the outcomes of surgical interven-
tions and the factors that may influence such outcomes 
is complicated by variations in and the interactions be-
tween the pre- operative status, nature and quality of the 
intra- operative management and the post- operative care 
and tooth restoration. Surgical procedures vary in detail 
despite standardization of protocols due to the operator's 
interpretations, technical skills and decision- making. 
Root- end surgery involves a set of sequential steps, the 
outcome of each step dependent on the effectiveness of 
the previous. Clinical research on factors influencing the 
outcomes of root- end surgery is, therefore, reliant on ac-
curate data gathering on each step, as well as interactions 
between successive steps (Ng et al., 2007, 2008).

The factors influencing periapical healing following 
root- end surgery (prognostic factors) have been evaluated 
in many systematic reviews (Del Fabbro et al., 2007; Del 
Fabbro & Taschieri,  2010; Del Fabbro, Taschieri, Lodi, 
et al., 2009; Niederman & Theodosopoulou, 2003; Setzer 
et al., 2010, 2012; Tsesis et al., 2009, 2011, 2013; Von Arx 
et al.,  2010). The quality of available data on individual 
steps varies from study to study but in general may con-
tain well- categorized procedural data per study, although 
perhaps not directly comparable between studies. The 
main deficiency lies in the adoption by most studies of 
‘loose’ radiographic criteria for judging periapical healing 
without standardization of follow- up duration, resulting 
in considerable variation in the outcome data. A meta- 
analysis by the authors, of extracted data from 65 stud-
ies published up to the end of 2021, revealed 69% (95% 
CI: 65%, 73%) pooled periapical healed rates, which in-
creased to 76% (95% CI: 66%, 86%) when only data from 
the 2020's studies were analysed. The improvement could 

T A B L E  2  Classification of periapical healing following apical surgery (for use with CBCT; Chen et al., 2015 and von Arx et al., 2016)

Chen et al. (2015)

Index Definition Score 0 Score 1 Score 2

R Resection plane (cut root 
face)

No bone deposition (no 
formation of PDL space)

Partial bone deposition (partial 
formation of PDL space)

Complete bone deposition 
(complete formation of 
PDL space of normal 
width)

A Apical area (former bone 
defect)

No apparent bone formation Partial bone formation Complete bone formation

C Cortical plate (access 
bone window)

Not reestablished Re- established, but concave Re- established and flat

B index (combining the A and C indices above; von Arx et al., 2016)

• B- score 2: Complete hard tissue (‘bony trabecular’) fill of former lesion/osteotomy site and formation of an intact cortical plate in its 
anatomically correct shape

• B- score 1: Any situation not attributable to B- scores 0 or 2
• B- score 0: Neither hard tissue fill of former lesion/osteotomy site nor formation of cortical plate
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be attributed to the adoption of the so- called ‘modern’ 
technique (involving magnification, root- end resection 
with minimal or no bevel, retrograde cavity preparation 
with ultrasonic tips and modern retrograde root canal fill-
ing materials) in the recent studies (Figure 2). The previ-
ously reported pooled success rate of 92% (95% CI: 86%, 
95%) for root- end surgeries performed using the ‘modern’ 
technique was even higher, due to the use of loose criteria 

for periapical healing in most studies (Tsesis et al., 2009, 
2013). An earlier meta- analysis (Setzer et al.,  2010) also 
revealed substantially higher pooled periapical healing 
rates associated with ‘microsurgical’ (94%; 95% CI: 89%, 
98%) compared to ‘traditional’ root- end surgeries (59%; 
95% CI: 55%, 63%). Unfortunately, the latter analysis is 
likely to have favoured microsurgical rather than the tra-
ditional approach. The reasons for this suggestion include 

F I G U R E  1  Forest plot showing 
pooled and individual study's probability 
of complete periapical healing following 
apical surgery by ‘duration of follow- up’.
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the observations that most of the reviewed studies on the 
‘traditional approach’ had used strict criteria for judging 
periapical healing, did not confirm coronal restoration 
quality or quality of previous root canal treatments, and 
included cases with a diverse range of follow- up durations 
(6 to 276 months). In contrast, most of the microsurgical 
outcome studies adopted strict selection criteria (adequate 
coronal restoration, free of pre- existing cracks) and judged 

periapical healing using loose criteria with follow- up du-
rations of only 12– 24 months. Such deviations in study 
characteristics should be considered to exert potential 
confounding effects in the analyses of individual prog-
nostic factors. The prognostic factors may be grouped into 
pre- operative patient factors, intra- operative treatment 
factors and post- operative functional factors and are anal-
ysed below accordingly.

F I G U R E  2  Forest plot showing 
pooled and individual study's probability 
of complete periapical healing following 
apical surgery, stratified by ‘decade of 
publication’.
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Patient and tooth factors

Effect of age, sex and health
Previous data on the potential impact of the patient's 
age and sex on periapical healing following root- end 
surgery have been inconclusive (Barone et al.,  2010; 
Bliggenstorfer et al.,  2021; Çalışkan et al.,  2016; Chan 
et al.,  2020; Harty et al.,  1970; Kreisler et al.,  2013; 
Li et al.,  2014; Mehta et al.,  2014; Pallarés- Serrano 
et al.,  2021; Peñarrocha- Diago et al.,  2018; Shinbori 
et al.,  2015; Song, Jung, et al.,  2011; Song, Kim, Shin, 
et al.,  2013; Taha et al.,  2021; Truschnegg et al.,  2020; 
Villa- Machado et al., 2013; von Arx et al., 2012; von Arx, 
Janner, et al., 2020; von Arx, Jensen, et al., 2019; Wang 
et al.,  2017; Yoo et al.,  2020; Zhou et al.,  2017; Zuolo 
et al.,  2000). Most studies dichotomized the patients' 
ages (≤45 vs. >45 years) for analyses, consequently los-
ing valuable information. The Toronto study phases 1– 5 
(Barone et al., 2010; Wang, Knight, et al., 2004) reported 
significantly better outcomes in patients older than 
45 years, having accounted for ‘intra- operative periapi-
cal crypt size’ as a confounding factor. However, their 
overall drop- out rate at 4– 10- years post- operatively was 
high (50%), being more than 10% higher in the younger 
age group, leading to a potentially biased conclusion. In 
contrast, analysis of the impact of age as a continuous 
variable in a logistic regression model accounting for 
potential confounding, revealed that every additional 
year in age at the time of surgery, was associated with 6% 
higher odds of failure (Kim et al., 2020). Unfortunately, 
the study had failed to incorporate the follow- up period 
in their regression model to investigate the effect of age 
by duration of follow- up. Another study with a high re-
call rate (87%) found a 10% higher 1- year healed rate in 
the younger group (<45 years old) but no obvious dif-
ferences in healed rates between the two age groups at 
the 5- year follow- up (von Arx et al., 2012). It is plausible 
that younger patients experience more rapid initial heal-
ing but observed over longer periods, the differences be-
tween the age groups may vanish.

All except two studies (Mehta et al.,  2014; Villa- 
Machado et al., 2013) restricted their surgical management 
to patients in good general health, and consequently were 
unable to report any significant influence attributable to 
this factor. Where specifically evaluated, tobacco- smoking 
showed no significant influence on periapical healing 
after root- end surgery (Kreisler et al., 2013; Villa- Machado 
et al., 2013; von Arx et al., 2012), despite having a negative 
impact on periodontal surgery (Ng et al., 2015). The only 
exception was reported by Truschnegg et al. (2020), who 
found the 10– 13- year failure rate of root- end surgery based 
on periapical health was higher amongst smokers. They at-
tributed the finding to the development of apico- marginal 

or furcation involvements. It may be concluded that smok-
ing could have an indirect effect on periapical healing via 
compromised surgical flap healing, leading to periodontal 
breakdown, whilst the effect of other medical conditions 
could not be ascertained as surgical treatments were per-
formed mostly in healthy patients.

Effect of tooth type
The root- end surgery outcome data published up to the 
early 1990s predominantly originated from studies on 
single- rooted anterior teeth, but posterior teeth have been 
increasingly managed and evaluated for periapical heal-
ing outcomes in studies since then. The higher success 
rates associated with anterior (compared to posterior; Kim 
et al.,  2020; Lai et al.,  2022; Song, Jung, et al.,  2011; von 
Arx et al., 2012; Yoo et al., 2020) or maxillary (compared to 
mandibular; Testori et al., 1999) teeth even after controlling 
for confounding in statistical analyses, may possibly be re-
lated to superior surgical access for anterior and maxillary 
teeth. Maxillary lateral incisors famously carry the reputa-
tion for higher failure rates, but this may be related to a 
higher frequency of scar tissue healing (Grung et al., 1990; 
Rud & Andreasen, 1972). This has been attributed to the 
propensity for perforation of the palatal cortical plate due 
to a palatal root curvature, resulting in the development of 
‘through- and- through’ periapical defects after labial surgi-
cal access. Other teeth/roots with a higher predilection for 
failure include those with an isthmus between two- canals, 
such as in molars (Kim, Song, et al., 2016). This is attrib-
uted to vertical root fractures caused by the practice of in-
clusion of the isthmus in the retrograde preparation, which 
may weaken the root- end (Kim, Song, et al., 2016; von Arx, 
Jensen, et al., 2019). A revised guideline for canal isthmus 
management may perhaps need to be considered.

Effect of periapical status
The extent and nature of pre- operative periapical disease 
can be characterized by clinical (swelling, sinus, pain), 
radiographic (size and anatomical extent of radiolucency) 
and histopathological features, which may all have a pro-
found influence on periapical healing outcome. These 
general trends are consistent with those observed for non-
surgical root canal (re)treatment.

Signs of infection and inflammation (swelling, sinus 
tract, symptoms) at the time of periapical surgery have a 
significant negative impact on periapical healing (Kreisler 
et al.,  2013; Peñarrocha et al.,  2011; Villa- Machado 
et al.,  2013; Von Arx et al.,  2010; von Arx, Vinzens- 
Majaniemi, et al., 2007). This may be attributed to a more- 
difficult- to- eradicate infection, due either to its virulence 
or ‘extraradicular’ location (Von Arx et al., 2010).

The size of the pre- operative periapical bony crypt has 
a strong negative impact on root- end surgery outcome, 
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although the exact biological causes are a matter of spec-
ulation. Possible explanations for the observation include 
the nature of the host- microbial interaction that wrought 
the extensive pre- operative tissue destruction in the first 
place. Such pathological tissue may be less amenable to 
complete removal, and bony repair in such lesions may 
take longer, involving fibrous repair, particularly when 
both buccal and palatal cortical plates have been eroded 
(through and through). Incomplete healing is the pre-
dominant healing pattern associated with through- and- 
through lesions (Lai et al.,  2022; Taschieri, Del Fabbro, 
Testori, Saita, & Weinstein, 2008) and may be classified as 
‘unsuccessful healing’ in studies using strict criteria.

The prognostic impact of lesion size has been analysed 
by dichotomization of a continuous range of values using 
several thresholds, including 5 mm diameter (Li et al., 2014; 
Zhou et al.,  2017), 10 mm diameter (Villa- Machado 
et al., 2013) or 50 mm3 volume (Kim, Jung, et al., 2016). 
Data may be categorized into 3 (Çalışkan et al., 2016) or 
6 (Kim & Kratchman,  2006; von Arx & Cochran,  2001) 
groups (Table 3) for analyses. Çalışkan et al. (2016) sup-
ported the view that larger lesions took longer to heal and 
reported that the average healing times in ascending order 
were: 6, 9.5 and 16 months for small (2– 5.9 mm), medium 
(6– 9.9 mm) and large (10– 20 mm) lesions, respectively. 
Larger lesions may also additionally display periodontal 
communication with the apical lesion or complete de-
hiscence of the buccal plate, falling into groupings cate-
gorized as classes IIb– IIIb (von Arx & Cochran, 2001) or 
categories D– F (Kim & Kratchman, 2006).

Root- end surgery typically involves elevation of la-
bial and/or lingual muco- gingival tissues with putatively 
healthy marginal and periodontal structures, to expose the 
periapical lesion. The presence of a sinus tract may tether 
the flap to the granuloma causing a more complicated ele-
vation. In addition, the elevated flap may reveal a prior and 
natural absence of the labial buccal bone, known as root 
dehiscence. This results in the so- called apico- marginal 
or endodontic- periodontal defect (Lai et al.,  2022; Yoo 
et al., 2020), which may heal with a junctional epithelial 
attachment along the denuded root surface. Such heal-
ing may potentially extend to the periapical bony crypt 
(Andreasen & Rud, 1972), resulting in periapical scar heal-
ing (Kreisler et al., 2013; Song, Kim, Lee, et al., 2013) or 
even failure to heal (Kim et al., 2008, 2020; Lai et al., 2022; 
Song et al., 2018; Song, Jung, et al., 2011; Song, Kim, Lee, 
et al., 2013). The suggestion that an epithelial attachment 
may be more susceptible to periodontal breakdown (Tsesis 
et al., 2011) does not, however, accord with the periodontal 
literature (Beaumont et al., 1984). Unfortunately, none of 
the studies had characterized the periodontal communi-
cation profile (narrow vs. broad periodontal pocket) or the 
primary origin of the defect (endodontic vs. periodontal), T
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nor analysed whether the dehiscence was a consequence 
of natural anatomical, physiological or pathological 
mechanisms. When such cases had been managed with 
a resorbable collagen membrane, the bony dehiscence re-
portedly had no significant influence on periapical heal-
ing (Zhou et al., 2017). However, their findings should be 
interpreted with caution as the radiodensity of resorbable 
membrane and graft materials may interfere with radio-
graphic interpretation of periapical healing.

Biopsied periapical tissues most frequently return a his-
topathological diagnosis of ‘granuloma’ or ‘cyst’ (Hirsch 
et al.,  1979), however, once successfully enucleated and 
infection source controlled, the nature of the diseased 
tissue is unlikely to influence the healing mechanisms 
(Hirsch et al., 1979; Li et al., 2014; Li & Jin, 2010; Mehta 
et al., 2014; Sutter et al., 2020; Taha et al., 2021; Wälivaara 
et al., 2011; Zuolo et al., 2000).

In summary, the size of periapical lesion may affect 
the time to heal after surgery or the type of healing but 
not whether it will ultimately heal. Soft tissue healing 
dominates in through- and- through lesions or in the pres-
ence of dehiscence. Although periodontal involvement 
with periapical lesions, classified as IIb– IIIb (von Arx & 
Cochran, 2001) or D– F (Kim & Kratchman, 2006), had a 
significant negative impact on healing, there is a possibil-
ity that it may be overcome by periodontal regenerative 
procedures, although definitive evidence is pending.

Effect of prior endodontic and restorative status
The quality of previous root canal treatment (judged by 
root filling quality) and coronal restoration, as well as any 
history of nonsurgical retreatment or root- end surgery 
may all influence the surgical outcome. The quality of the 
coronal restoration independently has a huge influence 
on the outcome of root canal treatment (Ng et al., 2011). 
Although not many root- end surgery studies provide 
equivalent data on restorative status, an adequate coronal 
restoration is considered a prerequisite for embarking on 
such surgery (Azim et al., 2021; Çalışkan et al., 2016; Chan 
et al., 2020; Rahbaran et al., 2001; Safi et al., 2019; Shinbori 
et al.,  2015; Taha et al.,  2021; Truschnegg et al.,  2020). 
Unfortunately, many recent studies fail to declare the 
quality of the pre- operative coronal restoration (Buniag 
et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2020; Pallarés- Serrano et al., 2021; 
Sutter et al., 2020; von Arx, Janner, et al., 2020; von Arx, 
Jensen, et al., 2019; Von Arx, Marwik, & Bornstein, 2019; 
Yoo et al., 2020).

The presence of an intra- radicular post might be 
deemed to have a negative impact on periapical healing 
due to the perceived risks of de- cementation or coronal 
leakage. In fact, a more realistic risk is posed by poten-
tial for developing cracks through stress concentration in 
root dentine pre-  or post- surgery. Two studies (Lustmann 

et al., 1991; Rahbaran et al., 2001) confirm this supposition 
with a significantly lower (11%– 14%) healed rate (strict 
criteria) in the presence of a post. Consistent with these 
observations, vertical root fracture was revealed to be the 
predominant reason for nonhealing following root- end 
surgery (Chan et al., 2020), as well as the main reason for 
regression of complete healing (Song et al., 2014) amongst 
teeth with a post. In contrast, some studies show minimal 
or insignificant difference in healing rates (loose criteria; 
Bliggenstorfer et al.,  2021; Pallarés- Serrano et al.,  2021; 
Tsesis et al., 2013), but their short recall intervals may not 
allow detection of incipient cracks, and loose criteria for 
periapical healing may not allow sufficient discrimination 
of outcome.

Although a satisfactorily disinfected and obturated 
root canal system is sometimes considered a prerequisite 
for root- end surgery (Chan et al., 2020), a key indicator for 
surgical management is the inability to access the apical 
canal termini in orthograde fashion. A number of stud-
ies show no significant prognostic influence attributable 
to the root- filling density (Mehta et al.,  2014; Rahbaran 
et al.,  2001; Song, Jung, et al.,  2011; Yoo et al.,  2020), 
its apical extent (Mehta et al.,  2014; Pallarés- Serrano 
et al.,  2021; Song et al.,  2018; Song, Jung, et al.,  2011; 
Song, Kim, Shin, et al., 2013; Villa- Machado et al., 2013; 
von Arx et al., 2012; Yoo et al., 2020) or overall compaction 
quality (Bliggenstorfer et al., 2021; Çalışkan et al., 2016; 
Huang et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2020; Lai et al., 2022; Sutter 
et al., 2020; Taha et al., 2021; Wälivaara et al., 2011; Wang 
et al., 2017). Meanwhile other studies have reported con-
trary findings, for example, Zhou et al.  (2017) using bi-
variate analyses found the pre- existing root filling quality 
to be a major prognostic factor. Whilst the Toronto study 
(Barone et al., 2010) reported that pre- operative root fill-
ings of ‘adequate length’ (compared with short or over- 
extended root fillings) were associated with an increased 
odds of disease- persistence after surgery, despite appar-
ently accounting for confounding factors. It may be note-
worthy though that in their ‘adequate root filling’ group, 
retrograde root- end fillings had not been placed in 11% 
(n  =  15) of cases, similar to the number of failed cases 
(n  =  19) in the group. It may be argued that the apical 
extent of pre- existing root filling may exert no prognostic 
value if an adequate retrograde root filling were placed.

Arguably better circumstances for periapical healing 
may be provided by performing ‘more complete retro-
grade root canal treatment’. That is, extending retrograde 
root canal instrumentation and obturation as far as pos-
sible coronally (Reit & Hirsch, 1986). Such retrograde 
root canal treatment has been deployed with promising 
results in teeth without prior root canal treatment to avoid 
damaging complex coronal restorations, including bridge 
abutments (Jonasson et al., 2008, 2017).
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In conclusion, the quality of coronal restoration has a 
significant influence on periapical healing after surgery, 
consistent with the findings for nonsurgical root canal (re)
treatment and should be a prior requirement. In contrast, 
the quality of the pre- existing root filling does not exert 
a predictable effect on periapical healing after root- end 
surgery, presumably because of the adequacy of root- end 
management.

Effect of repeat surgery
Failure of technically well- performed root- end surgery 
may be caused by residual intra- radicular infection or new 
intra- radicular infection (through coronal leakage or root 
fracture), coupled with poor apical seal or extraradicular 
infection. Repeat surgery adopting the same strategy may 
succumb to the same biological or biomechanical causes 
of failure. A modified strategy may also fail if the cause 
is not identified and addressed, explaining the higher 
failure rate in such cases (Mehta et al., 2014; Peterson & 
Gutmann, 2001; Von Arx et al., 2010).

After excluding root- end surgery failures due to peri-
odontal disease, root fracture or perforation, the predom-
inant reasons for first- time surgery failures identified in 
one study were absence of root- end filling, incorrect root- 
end preparation and untreated apical canal or isthmus 
(Song, Shin, & Kim, 2011). Such failures (n = 42) could 
be managed using modern (contemporary) microsurgery 
and materials, achieving complete healing in 79% of cases 
(Song, Shin, & Kim, 2011). Therefore, repeat surgeries ad-
dressing the cause of failure and performed to current 
guideline standards may achieve similar periapical heal-
ing outcomes as primary surgery.

Surgical treatment factors

The principles and operative protocols of root- end 
surgery were established over a hundred years ago 
(Gutmann & Harrison,  1991) and evolved relatively 
slowly until the introduction of magnification coupled 
with microsurgical instruments and bioactive root- 
end filling materials around 30 years ago (Setzer & 
Kratchman,  2022). Meanwhile improvements in surgi-
cal principles and techniques have also diffused across 
to endodontics from surgical advances in periodontics 
over a similar timeframe. These have included guided 
tissue and bone regeneration, as well as flap design and 
management (Setzer & Kratchman, 2022). In addition, 
three- dimensional workflows (3D workflows) have dif-
fused across from prosthodontics based on CBCT im-
aging and digital technology. The 3D workflows allow 
enhanced pre- operative in- silico planning, 3D- printed 
surgical training models and guided surgical execution 

(surgical guide templates and guided navigation; Setzer 
& Kratchman, 2022). The efficacy of some of these con-
temporary techniques and materials has been inves-
tigated in randomized trials and observational studies 
(Setzer & Kratchman, 2022) but are at an early stage of 
development with little definitive data to comment on 
service delivery impact.

Effect of magnification and illumination
The available data on the impact of magnification and illu-
mination on root- end surgery outcomes are contradictory 
and open to interpretation. In one study, the use of magni-
fication was attributed a significantly higher success rate 
compared to absence of its use (Tsesis et al., 2006), but un-
fortunately, the results were not adjusted for potentially 
confounding surgical details, such as traditional versus 
contemporary approaches. Another study (Villa- Machado 
et al., 2013) found use of magnification to be an insignifi-
cant prognostic factor.

A systematic review and meta- analyses (Del 
Fabbro & Taschieri,  2010) including three studies 
(Taschieri et al., 2006; Taschieri, Del Fabbro, Testori, & 
Weinstein,  2008; von Arx et al.,  2003) concluded that 
the type of magnification (magnifying loupes, surgical 
microscope or endoscope) had no significant impact 
on root- end surgery outcome. However, adoption of a 
different analytical approach (Tsesis et al.,  2013) led 
to the conclusion that a surgical microscope or endo-
scope might achieve significantly better outcomes than 
loupes. Although this finding did not hold true when 
the analyses were stratified by root- end filling material, 
once again showing the impact of underlying confound-
ing factors. Whilst advocates of microscope- use may be 
keen to convey the beneficial impact of magnification 
on periapical healing outcomes, the evidence is simply 
absent at present. Nevertheless, there can be no doubt-
ing the benefit of improved magnification and illumi-
nation for clarity of view of the surgical site and the 
potential for improved detection of problems. Whether 
this advantage is then converted into the ability to better 
execute the procedure or enhance healing remains to be 
proven.

Effect of surgical crypt size
Investigation of the effect of the size of surgical crypt on 
periapical healing is limited by its significant correla-
tion with pre- osteotomy lesion size (Barone et al., 2010; 
Mehta et al.,  2014; Rud et al.,  1972b). Curiously, the 
Toronto study phases 1– 5 revealed that whilst the pre- 
operative lesion size (dichotomized by 5 mm) was not 
a significant prognostic factor for periapical healing, 
the intra- operative crypt size (dichotomized by 10 mm) 
was (Barone et al.,  2010). Their rationale for selecting 
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different thresholds for dichotomization in the two sce-
narios was not given and the distribution of small (88%) 
versus larger (12%) bony crypts was substantially un-
even. The ‘significant finding’ might have been a type 
I error. Ideally, the median value should be chosen at 
the cut- off point, and better still, the size of lesion or 
bone crypt could have been analysed as a continuous 
variable. Amongst the potential parameters of the sur-
gical crypt size and extent (width, height [≤3 mm vs. 
>3 mm], depth, estimated volume, relationship to any 
marginal bone loss and complete loss of the buccal plate 
pre- operatively), only height and complete loss of buccal 
plate were found to be significant predictors for periapi-
cal healing (Song, Kim, Shin, et al., 2013). However, all 
the failed cases in the ≤3 mm height group had complete 
loss of the buccal plate, inferring that height was not the 
negative predictor.

In addition to the listed surgical crypt size parameters, 
proximity of the periapical lesion(s) or root apices of max-
illary posterior teeth to the floor of the maxillary sinus was 
a key consideration when making decisions on root- end 
surgery (Qualtrough et al., 2020). The perceived problem 
is related to the risk of Schneiderian membrane perfo-
ration, potentially resulting in maxillary sinusitis and 
compromised periapical healing. The reported incidence 
of maxillary sinus perforation during root- end surgery 
ranges from 10% to 50% (Oberli et al., 2007) with a higher 
risk when separated by less than 1 mm (von Arx, Kach, 
et al., 2020). Apart from post- operative nose bleeding, four 
of the six teeth with maxillary sinus perforation displayed 
complete healing, 1 year post- operatively, and none of 
them displayed altered physiology of the maxillary sinus 
(Taschieri et al., 2021).

Apart from the single parameter, ‘complete loss of 
buccal cortical plate’, the evidence does not support the 
notion of surgical crypt parameters exerting a significant 
influence on periapical healing. All efforts should be 
made to preserve remaining buccal cortical bone over the 
root surface, balancing the most conservative crypt open-
ing size with the requirements for optimal visualization 
and surgical access for lesion enucleation and root- end 
management.

Effect of apical resection bevel, root- end cavity 
preparation and filling
The key goal of root- end surgery is resection of the root- 
end containing the complex infected anatomy (Wada 
et al.,  1998), identification and location of main canals, 
their negotiation, preparation, debridement and effectively 
sealing the exposed termini with an appropriate filling 
material. Each of these interventional steps requires pre-
cise surgical manipulation with appropriate tools, used 

correctly, in the right orientation, and with light interfa-
cial forces to avoid iatrogenic damage.

The tools for driving the burs for cutting have succes-
sively improved, progressing from air- motor handpieces 
to micromotor and then air- rotor handpieces to facilitate 
the osteotomy and root- end resection. Back exhaust air- 
rotor handpieces were introduced to avoid iatrogenic air 
embolism during these steps. However, their contribu-
tion, if any, to enhancing periapical healing, has not been 
evaluated. Other major advances in these procedural steps 
have included more efficient cutting tools (burs and ul-
trasonic tips), minimal bevel root- end resection aided by 
microsurgery to minimize the number of exposed den-
tinal tubules, better aligned more conservative and deeper 
cavity preparations using ultrasonically driven tools, and 
modern root- end filling materials with better bacterial 
sealing and biological healing responses.

Many of the earlier outcome studies (August,  1996; 
Grung et al.,  1990; Harty et al.,  1970; Nordenram, 1970; 
Rapp et al.,  1991; Rud et al.,  1972b) included data from 
cases with root resections without any form of root- end 
cavity preparation or filling. These studies reported that 
root- end surgery adopting satisfactorily performed tradi-
tional root- end cavity fillings conferred no advantage, or 
even had a negative effect on periapical healing, when the 
orthograde root filling was also satisfactory. However, it 
should be noted that in most of these studies (August, 1996; 
Grung et al., 1990; Harty et al., 1970; Rud et al., 1972b), the 
orthograde root filling was placed at the time of the sur-
gery. The inference is that the procedure was more akin 
to the so- called ‘through- and- through approach’. That is, 
orthograde canal preparation coupled with orthograde 
root filling at the time of surgery, enabling direct visual 
inspection of apical canal debridement, cleanliness and 
sealing. Their reported negative effect of ‘root- end cavity 
and filling’ was a reference to the more traditional surgical 
approaches using a class 1 cavity.

The ‘through- and- through surgical approach’ is gener-
ally advocated in the presence of uncontrolled persistent 
inflammatory exudation into the root canal system. 
Obturation in the presence of such exudate, a sign of per-
sistent infection, would potentially risk adaptation of a 
root- filling material against a contaminated canal surface, 
which as well as compromising the setting of the accom-
panying sealer, would create a higher prospect of failure. 
A ‘through- and- through surgical approach’ should allow 
a more direct and thorough decontamination of the apical 
root canal and external root surfaces, enabling the root- 
filling material to be compacted against a clean and rela-
tively drier surface. Such an approach whilst more feasible 
in maxillary anterior teeth, may be less so in some poste-
rior and mandibular teeth or roots.
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Apical resection of satisfactorily filled roots coupled 
with ‘reverse compaction and burnishing’ of the pre- 
existing orthograde gutta- percha root filling without 
retrograde filling is associated with lower success rates. 
The 1- year (Christiansen et al.,  2009) and 6- year (Kruse 
et al., 2016) healing rates in a randomized controlled trial 
for such an approach were significantly lower (52% and 
55%, respectively) than those managed using root- end cav-
ities and MTA fillings (97% and 86%, respectively). Opting 
not to use a root- end cavity plus filling to seal the canal 
terminus is regarded as one of the most common causes of 
root- end surgery failure (Song, Shin, & Kim, 2011).

Minimal bevel resections, coupled with ultrasonic 
retrotip cavity preparations extending 3 mm coronally 
into the canals, have consistently shown better periapi-
cal healing rates compared to the traditional approach of 
high bevel angles, coupled with a bur- cut root- end class 
1 cavity (de Lange et al., 2007; Mehta et al., 2014; Setzer 
et al., 2010; Testori et al., 1999; Tsesis et al., 2006; Villa- 
Machado et al., 2013). Even deeper retrograde penetration 
into the root canals may be achieved using ‘retrograde root 
canal treatment’ (wherein root canals are prepared in retro-
grade fashion using stainless steel files). Such an approach 
could prepare the canal from the terminus to the end of 
an intra- radicular post, yielding a 71% healed rate (Reit & 
Hirsch, 1986). These authors advocated such an approach 
for anterior teeth with sub- optimal prior root fillings and 
a desire to retain the integrity of the coronal restoration. 
Reit and Hirsch (1986) concluded that gutta- percha retro- 
fillings extending to within 0.5 mm of the post (78%) was 
associated with better healed rates compared with those 
with more than 0.5 mm of unfilled space up to the post 
(50%). Consistent with this principle, some advocate the 
use of 5– 9 mm long ultrasonic tips, except that the tools 
are too rigid for manipulation in the manner of the orig-
inal procedure. The outcomes of such an approach re-
mained unreported at the time of writing.

Thus far, the outcomes of the three approaches have 
only been compared in an unpublished Eastman study 
(Mehta et al.,  2014). ‘Retrograde root canal treatment’ 
yielded the highest periapical healing rates (strict 59%, 
loose 88%), followed by the ‘conventional ultrasonic retro- 
preparation approach’ (strict 53%, loose 80%), followed by 
the ‘through- and- through approach’ (strict 48%, loose 74%; 
Mehta et al., 2014). The effect of coronal extent of the retro-
grade cleaning in the first two approaches was not further 
investigated (Mehta et al.,  2014). However, the question 
was explored in another study using CBCT for periapical 
healing measurement (Safi et al., 2019). They found that 
the coronal extent of the root- end filling had a profoundly 
positive effect on periapical healing (odds ratio = 14; 95% 
confidence interval: 4, 49). Unfortunately, the data on the 
range of filling penetrations and any interactive effect of 

post presence or orthograde root- filling quality were ab-
sent. Furthermore, their analyses did not control for po-
tential confounding effects. In contrast, two other studies 
using periapical radiographs for assessment, reported that 
the coronal extent of root- end filling (≤2 mm vs. >2 mm) 
had no significant influence on periapical healing (Barone 
et al.,  2010; Villa- Machado et al.,  2013). Similarly, von 
Arx, Kach, et al.  (2020) reported that the coronal extent 
of MTA root- end fillings and their width, as well as the 
residual peripheral root dentine thickness did not have 
any significant influence on periapical healing outcome. 
However, it is worth noting that the surgeries were per-
formed by an experienced oral surgeon and the mean 
coronal extent of root- end filling was only 2.02 ± 1.24 mm 
(range: 0.78– 3.80 mm). The reported peripheral root den-
tine in all cases was 1 mm or thicker and more than 90% 
of the retro- cavities were aligned with the long- axis of 
the root. Their data may imply that an optimal standard 
of root- end management should leave at least 1 mm of 
sound peripheral root dentine without major deviation of 
the root- end cavity from the canal axis. The Buffalo study 
(Azim et al.,  2021) concurred that occurrence of ‘major 
procedural errors’ (excessive damage to the root or support-
ing structure, or improper sealing of portals of exit) was the 
only significant prognostic factor for surgical procedures 
performed by their endodontic residents and faculty. They 
did not further analyse the effect of each type of error.

In summary, root- end cavity preparation and filling 
should normally be performed as a standard procedure 
during root- end surgery unless the adopted procedure 
was ‘through- and- through surgery’. The coronal extent 
and width of the preparation would depend on the quality 
of existing root filling, the potential to cut the retrograde 
cavity along with the main canal axis without deviation, 
and root dentine thickness.

Effect of root- end filling material
An array of root- end cavity filling materials has been 
used and tested over the years. Root- end filling materials 
evaluated in outcome studies have included: amalgam, 
super ethoxybenzoic acid (super- EBA®), zinc oxide euge-
nol based intermediate restorative material (IRM®), gutta- 
percha, composite resin, glass ionomer cement (GIC), 
Cavit®, mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA) and other cal-
cium silicate- based materials. The influence on periapical 
healing attributed to root- end filling materials in observa-
tional studies should be interpreted with caution due to 
the potential confounding effects of all preceding root- end 
management steps. For example, amalgam is used in tradi-
tional bur- cut ‘class I type’ root- end cavities, whilst, flow-
able composite (Retroplast™) is used in ‘saucer- shaped’ 
cavities in conjunction with a dentine bonding agent (Rud 
et al., 1991). The rationale for the latter design is to increase 
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the surface area for adhesion and encourage polymeriza-
tion shrinkage towards, rather than away from the dentine 
surface. The Retroplast™ cavity and filling yielded signifi-
cantly better periapical healing (73%) than GIC (31%) in a 
randomized controlled trial (Jensen et al., 2002). Other ran-
domized controlled trials on root- end surgery have found 
no significant differences in periapical healing between a 
variety of root- end filling materials (gutta- percha with AH 
plus sealer, IRM, super- EBA, MTA, bioceramic- based ma-
terial; Chong et al., 2003; Lindeboom et al., 2005; Kim, Ku, 
et al., 2016; Safi et al., 2019; Song & Kim, 2012; Wälivaara 
et al.,  2009; Wälivaara et al.,  2011; Zhou et al.,  2017; 
Table 4). It is, once again, noteworthy that most of these 
trials followed their cases for only 1 year and adopted loose 
criteria for judging periapical healing.

Effect of haemostatic agents
Haemostatic agents are often used to control intra- operative 
bleeding during surgery and may include adrenalin- 
impregnated cotton pellets, local anaesthetic- saturated 
pellets with epinephrine, ferric sulphate, bone wax, throm-
bin, calcium sulphate, gelatine- based foam, oxidized cellu-
lose or bovine- derived collagen. Their use (Wang, Knight, 
et al., 2004) regardless of type (4% articaine with adrenaline 
1:100 000 or epinephrine impregnated dressing vs. alumin-
ium chloride paste [Expasyl™, Produits Dentaires Pierre 
Rolland]; Peñarrocha- Diago et al., 2013, Peñarrocha- Diago 
et al., 2018) did not confer any significant influence on per-
iapical healing outcomes. Peñarrocha- Diago et al.  (2018) 
further concluded that the efficacy of haemostasis was not 
a significant periapical healing predictor.

Effect of application of regenerative techniques
Techniques for guided tissue regeneration (GTR) used in 
periodontics, including use of membranes and grafting 

materials have been seen as potential solutions for some 
endodontic problems. Their use has been advocated for 
management of ‘through- and- through’ (missing both 
buccal and palatal cortical plates) periapical defects but 
evidence for their benefit in randomized controlled tri-
als is inconsistent (Pecora et al., 2001, Tobón et al., 2002, 
Taschieri et al.,  2007, Taschieri, Del Fabbro, Testori, 
Saita, & Weinstein, 2008; Table 5). A cohort study (Azim 
et al., 2021) assessing the pattern of apical bone healing 
with CBCT revealed that GTR did not improve tissue heal-
ing around the resected root- end or in the periradicular 
region but may enhance complete reestablishment of the 
cortical plates. In addition, GTR may have a beneficial role 
in cases with ‘perio- endo’ bone defects or a pre- existing 
dehiscence (Zhou et al.,  2017). Future innovations may 
potentially expand the spectrum of cases indicated for 
root- end surgeries, but the current evidence is sparse and 
relatively weak.

Novel targeted endodontic microsurgery approaches
Digital or three- dimensional work- flow technology has 
recently been adopted and applied to root- end surgery, 
following its successful use for dental implant placement 
(Rosenfeld et al., 2006a, 2006b, 2006c). One such applica-
tion involves the design, fabrication and application of a 
surgical guide based on pre- operative 3D CBCT data. The 
purpose of the guide is to aid precise location, direction 
and control of the osteotomy dimensions to access the 
periapical lesion and root- end without damaging adja-
cent teeth, vital structures or excessive sacrifice of bone. 
Such ‘Targeted endodontic microsurgery’ has been used 
to guide root- end resection in anatomically complex cases 
(Buniag et al.,  2021). The reported 1– 2- year periapical 
healed rate for this approach was 92% (20/24), on par with 
the freehand approach.

T A B L E  4  Randomized trials comparing different retrograde filling materials

Study
Duration 
(year)

Criteria for 
healing

Healed rates

Findings
GP 
(%)

IRM® 
(%)

Super- EBA™ 
(%) GIC (%) RP (%) MTA (%) BS (%)

Jensen et al. (2002) 1 R 31 73 p < .001

Chong et al. (2003) 2 M 87 92 NS

Lindeboom et al. (2005) 1 R 87 92 NS

Wälivaara et al. (2009) 1 M 90 85 NS

Wälivaara et al. (2011) 1– 2 M 91 82 NS

Song and Kim (2012) 1 M 96 96 NS

Kim, Song, et al. (2016) 4 M 90 92 NS

Zhou et al. (2017) 1 R, M, S 93 94 NS

Safi et al. (2019) 1 R & M 95 92 NS

Abbreviations: R = Rud et al. (1972a); M = Molven et al. (1987); S = Shinbori et al. (2015); BS, bioceramic- based material; GP = Gutta- percha and AH plus 
sealer; GIC, Glass ionomer cement; NS, no significant difference.
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In parallel, the so- called ‘bony- lid’ technique has been 
tested in posterior sites, where intact thick buccal corti-
cal plates are retrieved using a piezo- guided surgical ap-
proach (Niemczyk, Barnett, Johnson, Ordinola- Zapata, 
Glinianska, Julianna Bair, & Jang,  2022). In this novel 
surgical method, a piezo ultrasonic handpiece and bone 
cutting tip follow the predesigned guide to cut and ele-
vate a window in the cortical plate to access the periapi-
cal lesion and root- end. The retrieved buccal cortical lid 
is stored in 0.9% sterile saline for replacement with cal-
cium sulphate after root- end management. The 1– 2- year 
periapical healing outcome of two cases showed promise, 
although the root- end cavities in the mandibular molar 
appeared deviated from the root axis (Niemczyk, Barnett, 
Johnson, Ordinola- Zapata, Glinianska, Julianna Bair, & 
Jang, 2022; Niemczyk, Barnett, Johnson, Ordinola- Zapata, 
Glinianska, Julianna Bair, Jang, & Vo, 2022).

Operator background and skill
Root- end surgery falls within the scope of both the Oral 
Surgery and Endodontic disciplines, although the for-
mer group was the dominant provider in earlier stud-
ies (Amagasa et al.,  1989; Finne et al.,  1977; Grung 
et al., 1990; Hirsch et al., 1979; Ioannides & Borstlap, 1983; 
Jansson et al., 1997; Jesslén et al., 1995; Nordenram, 1970; 
Pantschev et al., 1994; Rud et al., 1972b; Rud et al., 1991; 
Rud et al.,  1996; Sumi et al.,  1996; Testori et al., 1999; 
von Arx & Kurt, 1999). The background culture, knowl-
edge, training, skills and performance may, however, 
vary substantially between these two groups of clinicians 
(Rahbaran et al., 2001). The results of the authors' meta- 
analysis concurred with the conclusion drawn by this 
study, revealing a higher pooled healed rate for endodon-
tists over oral surgeons. The 95% confidence interval for 
oral surgeons (56%, 71%) was much wider in comparison 

to endodontists (71%, 78%), implying greater variation of 
performance and outcomes within oral surgeon group 
(Figure 3). The wider variation may also be accounted for 
by the fact that in earlier studies, oral surgeons used the 
traditional root- end surgery approach, which accrue rela-
tively low success rates. Conversely, oral surgeons have 
also achieved high success rates in more recent studies, 
where they exhibit expert knowledge and skills in appli-
cation of modern principles and techniques (Von Arx, 
Marwik, & Bornstein, 2019).

Given that the quality of root- end management has a 
profound effect on periapical healing (Azim et al., 2021; 
Von Arx, Marwik, & Bornstein, 2019), the operator's un-
derstanding of the biological rationale, possession of fine 
tactile and 3D visualization skills should dominate con-
siderations of their specialty background. More specifi-
cally, the operator's ability to visualize the correct canal 
path to avoid excessive stresses via the ultrasonic tip on 
thin root dentine are of utmost importance. The authors' 
subjective observation is that in general, oral surgeons ex-
hibit a boldness in osteotomy and enucleation procedures, 
whilst endodontists may be more attentive to the details 
of root- end and soft tissue flap management. The focus in 
specific training on root- end surgical procedures should 
be appropriately tailored to develop the relevant expertise 
for service delivery (Ericsson, 2009; Ericsson et al., 2018).

Given that root- end surgery outcomes are influenced 
by pre- operative, intra- operative and post- operative fac-
tors, the operator, regardless of specialty background 
should be informed on all these aspects. Therefore, they 
must have insight about the quality of prior root canal 
treatment, any prior surgical intervention, as well as the 
integrity of the tooth and restoration. The operator em-
barking on root- end surgery must obtain informed con-
sent first, including an appropriate options analysis of 

T A B L E  5  Randomized trials evaluating efficacy of guided tissue regeneration on bone healing

Study Duration (year) Lesion type Comparisons Healed/healing rates

Pecora et al. (2001) 1 T&T (>10 mm) Test: calcium silicate (n = 9)
Control: No graft (n = 9)

L: 100%; S: 78%
L: 89%; S: 33%

Tobón et al. (2002) 1 Not specified Test 1: Nonbioabsorbable CoreTex® 
membrane (n = 10)

Test 2: GoreTex® membrane + graft 
(PsteoGen®; n = 10)a

Control: No graft or membrane (n = 10)a

L: 78%; S: 67%
L: 100%; S: 100%
L: 88%; S: 44%

Taschieri et al. (2007) 1 >10 mm
(PD ≤5 mm)

Test: Anorganic bovine bone 
graft + membrane (n = 24)

Control: No graft or membrane (n = 35)

S: 88% (4 w); 75% (T&T)
S: 82% (4 w); 62% (T&T)

Taschieri, Del Fabbro, 
Testori, Saita, & 
Weinstein (2008)

1 T&T (>10 mm)
(PD ≤5 mm)

Test: Anorganic bovine bone 
graft + membrane (n = 17)a

Control: No graft or membrane (n = 14)a

S: 88%
S: 57%

Abbreviations: L, loose criteria; PD, periodontal probing depth; S, strict criteria; T&T, Through- and- through defect; 4w, 4- wall defect.
aIndicate significant difference between the groups under comparison.
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different approaches, coupled with their post- operative 
prognoses. Therefore, root- end surgery should not be 
undertaken solely as a surgical exercise to enucleate the 
periapical tissue and place a root- end filling, but rather 
as a planned procedure that has fully evaluated the 

tooth, alternative forms of treatment and replacement 
options, should the tooth need extraction. These princi-
ples should guide the training of individuals performing 
root- end surgery, regardless of their affiliation to Oral 
Surgery or Endodontics.

F I G U R E  3  Forest plot showing pooled and individual study's probability of periapical healing of teeth having undergone apical surgery, 
stratified by ‘oral surgeons versus endodontists’.
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Post- operative factors

Effect of post- operative surgical condition
When root- end surgery proceeds uneventfully and 
smoothly, being performed gently and skilfully with little 
intra- operative complication, the post- operative healing 
is generally rapid, with little pain or swelling. In marked 
contrast, periodontal surgery, particularly involving repo-
sitioned flaps with releasing incisions as often required in 
regenerative procedures (Tan et al., 2014) has greater mor-
bidity of pain, swelling and bruising. Root- end surgery on 
teeth with poorer access (small mouth, taut cheeks, shal-
low sulci, posterior teeth) or in the hands of novices, may 
take longer and be less- sure- handed, increasing the pro-
pensity for surgical trauma and thus post- operative pain, 
swelling and bruising (Harrison & Jurosky, 1991a, 1991b).

Although it has been observed that in the immediate 
post- operative period, serohaemorrhagic exudate ab-
scess under the flap, may not significantly compromise 
periapical healing (Rud et al., 1972b), two studies (Taha 
et al., 2021; von Arx et al., 2012) showed more than 10% 
difference in healing rates. As the incidence of post- 
operative complications is low (<10% of all cases), there 
is usually insufficient statistical power to analyse the in-
fluence of potential causative factors. Nevertheless, un-
published Eastman data (Mehta et al., 2014) found that 
tenderness to percussion of the treated tooth, at 1 week 
post- operatively, was associated with a significantly re-
duced chance of ultimate periapical healing. Prophylactic 
antibiotics post- surgery may prevent wound infection, 
but this practice has not been proven, either in a random-
ized controlled trial (Lindeboom et al., 2005) or a meta- 
analysis of observational data (Von Arx et al., 2010).

A point worthy of note is the fashion for post- 
root- end surgery suture removal as early as 3– 4 days 
post- operatively in the interests of preventing su-
ture tract infection (Gutmann & Regan,  2010; Kim & 
Kratchman, 2006). The incidence of infection of the su-
ture tracts is miniscule and furthermore, the risk of such 
infections compromising periapical healing vanishingly 
small to the point of being nonexistent. The timing of 
suture removal should, therefore, be more rationally 
judged by its need; that of preventing accidental dis-
placement of the flap in oral function, post- operatively. 
It has been suggested that suture removal may pro-
ceed soon after the epithelial attachment is secured. 
However, epithelial reattachment does not predict opti-
mal wound strength; a better predictor is consolidation 
of tethering of the flap to underlying tissues (Burkhardt 
& Lang, 2015; Susin et al., 2015), which occurs around 
7 days post- operatively. By this stage, any pain or swell-
ing is also likely to have subsided, making suture re-
moval infinitely more comfortable for the patient and 

dentist and the likelihood of accidental flap displace-
ment post- operatively, less likely.

Effect of quality of coronal restoration
The influence of the quality of coronal restoration at re-
view is consistent with the literature on nonsurgical root 
canal treatment. Teeth with satisfactory coronal restora-
tions at recall (whether new or old) are associated with 
better periapical healing outcomes (Allen et al.,  1989; 
Mehta et al., 2014; Pallarés- Serrano et al., 2021; Rahbaran 
et al.,  2001; Rapp et al.,  1991; Song, Jung, et al.,  2011; 
Villa- Machado et al., 2013; Yoo et al., 2020), presumably 
through the same mechanisms proposed for root canal 
treatment outcomes. That is, by helping to maintain the 
integrity of the tooth/restoration unit and prevention of 
any leakage that might support the reactivation of intra- 
radicular infection. There is little insight about the level 
of such leakage, which cannot be measured clinically. 
Unfortunately, the consequences of leakage may manifest 
late, if caries advances undetected (Arora et al., 2022), re-
sulting in tooth fracture or extraction (Yoo et al., 2020).

Unfortunately, most recent studies on root- end surgery 
have failed to report or analyse the effect of restoration 
quality at review (Buniag et al.,  2021; Kim et al.,  2020; 
Sutter et al., 2020; von Arx, Janner, et al., 2020; von Arx, 
Jensen, et al., 2019; Von Arx, Marwik, & Bornstein, 2019), 
in particular, those following- up the cases long- term (Kim 
et al., 2020; von Arx, Jensen, et al., 2019).

Factors influencing gingival and 
periodontal tissue healing

Gingival and periodontal soft tissue management during 
root- end surgery has important roles in ensuring suffi-
cient access to the surgical site as well as wound closure 
to prevent reinfection and ensure primary healing. The 
post- operative periodontal healing measured by changes 
of gingival margin level (von Arx et al., 2017) or clinical 
attachment loss (Jansson et al., 1997; von Arx et al., 2017) 
has been significantly associated with periapical healing. 
Jansson et al. (1997) attributed the positive association to 
a spread of inflammation from marginal to the apical tis-
sues or drainage of apical suppuration into the periodon-
tal attachment.

Gingival and periodontal tissue healing is assessed by 
measuring changes in parameters such as gingival margin 
level, periodontal probing depths, clinical attachment loss, 
width of keratinised tissue, width of attached gingivae and 
crestal bone level (Albanyan et al., 2020; Castro- Calderon 
et al., 2021; Kreisler et al., 2009; Taschieri et al., 2014, 2016; 
Velvart et al., 2004; von Arx et al., 2017; von Arx, Jensen, & 
Hänni, 2007). All of these parameters mostly remain stable 
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after modern root- end surgery (Albanyan et al., 2020; von 
Arx et al., 2017), and therefore, no significant associations 
with sex, age, gingival biotype or incision technique have 
been found, except between gingival recession and age (von 
Arx et al., 2017).

Amongst the different soft tissue incision techniques 
(intrasulcular incision with or without involvement of in-
terproximal papilla, submarginal, papilla base), all studies 
reported negligible marginal recession when adopting a 
flap design avoiding the interproximal papilla (Castro- 
Calderon et al., 2021; Kreisler et al., 2009; Velvart, 2002; 
Velvart et al., 2003, 2004). However, successful execution 
of the papilla- base incision requires careful planning and 
high technical precision, leading Kirkevant et al. (2018) to 
recommend that novices avoid it.

Factors affecting tooth survival

Root- end surgery may be the last resort for teeth with 
failed nonsurgical root canal treatment. Long- term data 
on tooth survival following root- end surgery should 
be a valuable resource to inform patients and clini-
cians alike about prognosis and preparation for failure. 
Unfortunately, such data are sparce and only available 

from five studies at the time of writing (Azim et al., 2021; 
Beck- Broichsitter et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2020; Wang, 
Cheung, & Ng, 2004, Yoo et al., 2020; Table 6). Wang, 
Cheung, and Ng  (2004) defined failure events as tooth 
extraction, retreatment or clinical and radiographic 
signs of periapical disease after treatment. The rate of 
tooth extraction could be extracted from the presented 
data. The reported long- term (up to 14 years) survival 
rates ranged from 48% to 93% with the predominant rea-
sons for extraction being vertical root fracture, crown 
fracture and failure to heal (Table  6). Significant risk 
factors for tooth extraction after root- end surgery were 
repeat surgery (Wang, Cheung, & Ng, 2004), apicectomy 
without root- end filling (Beck- Broichsitter et al., 2018), 
incursion into maxillary sinus during surgery (Yoo 
et al., 2020), posterior teeth without full veneer crown 
or use of the tooth as an abutment for removable partial 
denture (Yoo et al., 2020; Table 6).

Factors associated with impact of root- end 
surgery on quality of life

Root- end surgery should resolve any prior apical peri-
odontitis plus related signs and symptoms. However, 

T A B L E  6  Summary of studies' findings on tooth survival after root- end surgeries

Study

Sample 
size 
(teeth) Operator

Treatment 
period

Follow- up 
duration 
(years)

Survival 
rate (%)

Average time 
to extraction 
(months)

Reasons for 
extraction Risk factors

Wang, Cheung, 
et al. (2004)

194 E, OS 1991– 2001 1– 12 89 NR NR • Repeat surgery

Beck- Broichsitter 
et al. (2018)

149 OS 2001– 2006 10 60 (5 y)
48 (10 y)

NR NR • No root- end 
filling

Huang 
et al. (2020)

116 E 2007– 2010 9 93 98 • VRF
• Endodontic failure
• Crown #
• Caries,
• Periodontal disease
• Horizontal root #
• Prosthodontic TP
• Cemental tear

NR

Yoo et al. (2020) 225 E 2006– 2015 5– 14 83 142 • Crown #
• Root #
• Periodontal disease
• Endodontic failure
• Pain

• Molar teeth,
• No full veneer 

restoration,
• Removable 

partial denture 
abutment,

• Maxillary 
sinus 
involvement

Azim 
et al. (2021)

83 E 2015– 2018 1– 3 93 NR • VRF
• Endodontic failure

NR

Abbreviations: E, Endodontist/endodontic residents; NR, not reported; OS, oral surgeons; TP, treatment plan; VRF, vertical root fracture; y, years; # = fracture.
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the invasive nature of such procedures may incur intra- 
operative pain and anxiety (Georgelin- Gurgel et al., 2009), 
as well as immediate post- operative pain, difficulty in 
mouth opening, mastication and speaking. All of these 
have a short- term negative impact on patients' OHRQoL, 
usually lasting for around 7 days post- operatively (Tsesis 
et al.,  2005). Post- operative pain may be short lasting 
with the intensity reportedly peaking at 3– 5 h after sur-
gery and progressively decreasing with time (Chong & Pitt 
Ford, 2005; Christiansen et al., 2008). The post- operative 
swelling, in contrast may peak within 1 day after surgery 
(Christiansen et al.,  2008). The earlier peak for post- 
operative pain may be due to analgesic use.

The impact of root- end surgery on patient's OHRQoL 
has only been evaluated for the first 7 days post- operatively, 
using the Patient Perception Questionnaire of Oral 
Surgery. This includes three domains: physical function 
(mouth opening, chewing, talking, sleeping, daily routine 
and work), physical pain and other physical symptoms 
(swelling, bleeding, nausea, bad taste/breath; Del Fabbro, 
Taschieri, & Weinstein, 2009; Del Fabbro et al., 2012; Tsesis 
et al., 2005). Unfortunately, none of these studies assessed 
the pre- operative OHRQoL, which is a major design flaw, 
given OHRQoL is a relative and not an absolute measure. 
Nevertheless, accepting this drawback, their conclusion 
was that more rapid reduction of symptoms and analge-
sic use could be achieved by two measures. These were as 
follows: (1) the use of the papilla- base incision flap design 
and (2) the application of platelet concentrate (Del Fabbro 
et al.,  2012; Del Fabbro, Taschieri, & Weinstein,  2009). 
Definitive evidence for OHRQoL improvement could not 
be elucidated from available studies and further well- 
planned studies are needed to demonstrate the effective-
ness of root- end surgery in eliminating the burden of 
periapical disease on OHRQoL in patients.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Root- end surgery, as a second- line procedure for manage-
ment of failed nonsurgical root canal treatment or previous 
root- end surgery, may already have a bias towards lower 
periapical healing outcomes. The causes of root canal 
treatment failure may be biological (persistent infection 
[intra-  or extraradicular], cysts, foreign- body response) or 
biomechanical (cracks, fractures, tooth weakening, resto-
ration interface compromise). Some of these causes can 
be resolved but others, such as biomechanical and some 
biological factors may not be resolvable. A thorough pre- 
operative assessment of tooth and restoration integrity 
should help to filter out those with the poorest progno-
sis to improve root- end surgery outcomes by appropriate 
case selection. In some cases, there may be insufficient 

confidence in the diagnostic data to definitively determine 
the cause until after surgical exploration, at which stage 
the procedure could be aborted. Patients should be men-
tally prepared for such eventualities.

When persistent apical inflammation is due to con-
tained infection (intra- radicular or localized extraradic-
ular) or a contained inflammatory source that can be 
excised or controlled by sealing the root with minimal 
weakening of tooth structure, the predictability of root- 
end surgery is very high. It can be enhanced by the aid of 
modern instrumentation and materials.

When persistent apical inflammation is due to uncon-
trolled biomechanical or biological problems, failure is 
almost a certainty. Appropriate decision- making in case 
selection and execution is paramount for predictable 
outcomes.
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